Abstract. Aspects of symplectic geometry are explored from a homotopical viewpoint. In particular, the question of whether or not a given toral action is Hamiltonian is shown to be independent of geometry. Rather, a new homotopical obstruction is described which detects when an action is Hamiltonian. This new entity, the AA-invariant, allows many results of symplectic geometry to be generalized to manifolds which are only cohomologically symplectic in the sense that there is a degree 2 cohomology class which cups to a top class. Furthermore, new results in symplectic geometry also arise from this homotopical approach.
Introduction
Because Hamiltonian symmetries of a mechanical system lead to a reduction of order (cf. [A-M, Ol] ), it is important to study Lie group actions on the types of manifolds arising in mechanics, the symplectic (and Poisson) manifolds. In particular, much work has been done in recent years on circle (and, more generally, torus) actions on closed symplectic manifolds (cf., for example, [Aui] (and the references contained therein), [MCD2, On i, On 2, Gi 1, A-B]). Because the reduction of order mentioned above requires Hamiltonian symmetries, one focus of the investigation of symplectic actions has been the determination of 'Hamiltonianness' and its geometric consequences. Often (as we shall see below), such results include algebraic topological hypotheses which are used in very geometric arguments. The purpose of this paper is to point out an algebraic topological foundation which underlies many of these results and which allows for generalization to manifolds which are not quite symplectic and arbitrary actions on them. In this way, at least for the study of actions on symplectic manifolds, we hope to clarify the relationship between topology and geometry.
Recall that a compact symplectic manifold (M2n , co) is a closed manifold M together with a closed nondegenerate 2-form co. The nondegeneracy condition is equivalent to saying that co" is a volume form on M (and therefore is a generator for the top cohomology over K). Any Kahler manifold can be viewed as a symplectic manifold, by taking the Kahler form as a symplectic form. However, there are many examples of non-Kahlerian, symplectic manifolds [Th] , [C-F-G] , [McDi] The symplectic manifold M is said to be of Received by the editors February 17, 1994. Lefschetz type if multiplication by the cohomology class <y"_1 is an isomorphism from Hl(M) to H2n~l(M). All compact Kahler manifolds satisfy this property. Indeed, a compact Kahler manifold has the hard Lefschetz property, whereby multiplication by the cohomology class con~r is an isomorphism from Hr(M) to H2"-r(M) for each r.
The hypothesis of Lefschetz type, rather than the more restrictive one of Kahlerian, is common in what follows. We mention here a way to obtain nonKahlerian, symplectic manifolds of Lefschetz type: Let (X2m, cox) be a Kahler manifold and let (Y2n, coy) be a simply-connected symplectic manifold. Their product XxY is a (2m+2«)-dimensional symplectic manifold, with symplectic class cox + coy . One easily checks that it is of Lefschetz type. Now, it is wellknown, and easy to show, that if a manifold M admits a Kahler structure -more generally, has cohomology with the hard Lefschetz property -then all odd Betti numbers bzi+\(M) are even. So suppose in addition that the symplectic manifold Y has some odd Betti number that is odd. Then so too does the product XxY.
For if b2i+i(Y) is the first odd Betti number which is odd, then b2M{X x Y) = b2M{X) + b2i(X)bi(Y) + b2l-i{X)b2{Y)
+ ---+ bl(X)b2i(Y) + b2l+l(Y).
Since X is Kahler, each b2j+\{X) is even, and by assumption each b2j+i(Y) for j < i is even. Hence each term in the right-hand sum except the last, which is odd, is even and so b2i+\{X x Y) is odd. We review some of the standard terminology relating to Hamiltonian Slactions: The circle Sl acts symplectically on the symplectic manifold (M2n , co) if each g e S1 satisfies g*co = co as forms. We denote the action by A : Sl x M -* M and the associated orbit map at m by am(g) = A(g, m) (or simply a when no confusion can arise). The orbit map induces a map of tangent spaces Tea : TeSl -* TmM for any given m , so by fixing a unit vector X in TeSl = R and mapping by Tea we obtain a fundamental vector field I on ¥. Recall that the interior multiplication operator ix is defined on a fc-form 6 by i(K)9{Y\, ..., Yk-i) = 6(X, Y\, ..., lfc-i). The operator ix is a derivation on the commutative differential graded algebra of DeRham forms and it satisfies Lx = i{X)d + di(X), where Lx_ is the Lie derivative and d is exterior differentiation. The definition of Lx_ and the S'-invariance of the closed form co imply that 0 = Lx(co) = di(X)co. Hence, i(X_) co is a closed 1-form. The S'-action is said to be Hamiltonian if i{X)co is exact; that is, if there is a smooth function fi : M -* R with dfi -i(X_)co. This description may, of course, be generalized to torus actions as well. In this paper we consider a more general cohomological (as opposed to geometrical) framework. Definition. A manifold M2n is cohomologically-symplectic (or c-symplectic) if there is a class co e H2(M; Q) such that co" is a top class for M. As above, a c-symplectic manifold has Lefschetz type if multiplication by con~x is an isomorphism from Hl(M;Q) to H2n-X{M; Q). Since Sl is path-connected, an S'-action has g* = idH-(M) ■ Hence an S1-action on a c-symplectic manifold M preserves the class co. Thus, in our results below (e.g., Theorems 3.8, 4.16 and 5.5), we do away with the requirement that the action be symplectic. A fundamental question in symplectic geometry is whether, for a closed manifold, c-symplectic and a given almost complex structure imply symplectic. For nilmanifolds [B-Gj] , certain solvmanifolds [B-G2] and orientable r2-bundles over T2 [Ge] the answer to this question is yes. Indeed, in these cases there is no distinction between c-symplectic and symplectic. In general however, the answer is unknown. Bob Gompf has pointed out to us that even CP2#CP2 is an example of a c-symplectic manifold which is not symplectic since it has no almost complex structure. (See [Au 2, Proposition 1.3.1] for a general result applicable to any connected sum of symplectic 4-manifolds.) Finally, it is relatively easy to construct Sullivan minimal models which are c-symplectic [L-O], many of which are known (by rational surgery) to be realized by smooth manifolds. No good approach to ascertaining whether these manifolds are actually symplectic appears to be forthcoming, however. These questions and examples point up the utility of our topological approach. Furthermore, as in Theorems 3.11, 4.16, 5.9, and 5.11, and Corollaries 5.15 and 5.17, our methods have something new to say about symplectic geometry as well.
In §2 we describe a derivation of degree -1 on H*(M; Q), denoted by k& > and associated to an element a € Tt\ (MM, Im) , for any space M. In particular, any S'-action on the space M provides such an a, hence a corresponding k& . In case {M, co) is a symplectic manifold and the S'-action is symplectic, we In case a c-symplectic manifold M has Lefschetz type, Theorem 3.8 identifies c-Hamiltonian actions as those actions having fixed points or, equivalently, as those actions whose orbit maps are trivial on homology. This then is a generalization of the following result:
Theorem A (cf. [Fr, On. ] ). For a symplectic Sx-action on a symplectic manifold of Lefschetz type, the following are equivalent:
(i) The action is Hamiltonian. (ii) The action has fixed points. (iii) The orbit map induces zero on homology.
Further, as in the next result, our approach allows us to apply results of Gottlieb in a very direct way to symplectic geometry itself: Theorem 3.11. Suppose the first Chern class of a symplectic manifold (M, co) is a nonzero multiple of co. Then any symplectic Sl-action on M is Hamiltonian.
Remark. After several versions of the present work had been completed, we came upon the paper [McD 3 ] of Dusa McDuff in which she uses Gottlieb's results to prove the vanishing of the Calabi invariant under the Chern class assumption above. Indeed, McDufFs beautiful paper is, in some sense, a direct symplectic ancestor to the present work. Below, following Theorem 3.11, we shall discuss the relationship of the Aa -invariant with the Calabi invariant [Cal] and results of McDuff [McD 3 ], Banyaga [Ban] and Ginzburg [Gi 2 ] .
In §4 we study the situation where co e H2(M; Q), thought of as an element in Hom(H2(M; Z), Q), vanishes on the image of the Hurewicz homomorphism. We denote this by co\"2m = 0. We show that this hypothesis reduces many questions about the c-symplectic structure of M to the fundamental group level. In case M is a K(n, 1) of Lefschetz type, we can even obtain information about the fundamental group itself (compare Corollary 4.6). In particular, this viewpoint has the immediate consequence
. A symplectic nilmanifold of Lefschetz type is diffeomorphic to a torus. Also, our approach to ^'-actions on c-symplectic manifolds with co\niM = 0 points out the powerful cohomological influence of the fundamental group on these actions. In particular, by combining Theorems 4.12 and 4.15, we obtain the following result:
Theorem. Suppose {M, co) is a c-symplectic manifold and that co\n2M = 0. If a : 5"1 -> M is the orbit map of a nontrivial S] -action on M, then a is of infinite order in ii\M.
As a special case of this proposition, we obtain the following result:
Theorem C [On2 , Gii] . If n2M = 0, then any symplectic Sl-action on M has no fixed points.
Finally, §5 extends our results to sets of elements {&i,-... , d*} in itx{MM, Im). These arise naturally in conjunction with toral actions. The extensions of our results for circle actions include generalizations of Ginzburg's notion of a cohomologically free action and the following result of his:
. If Tk acts symplectically on a symplectic manifold, then there is a decomposition Tk -Tr x Tk~r with the restriction of the action cohomologically free on Tr and Hamiltonian on Tk~r.
Furthermore, in the Lefschetz type case, we identify cohomologically free actions with homologically injective ones (Theorem 5.9). The latter are actions of Tk for which the homomorphism Hi(Tk ; Z) -» H\{M; Z) induced by the orbit map is injective. We proceed to show the following results:
Theorem 5.11. Suppose (M, co) has Lefschetz type. Then Tk acts cohomologically freely on M if and only if all isotropy groups are finite.
Suppose a torus Tk acts with finite isotropy on (M, co) of Lefschetz type. By the discussion above, the action is homologically injective, so dim H*(M) > 2k . This argument then proves the conjecture of Halperin [Ha] in the case of manifolds of Lefschetz type (cf. Theorem 5.16). We also have Corollary 5.13. If (M, co) is c-symplectic with co\n2M -0, then any Tk-action on M is cohomologically free. If M also has Lefschetz type, then any Tk-action is homologically injective.
Homologically injective actions have been studied extensively and we apply some of this knowledge to the cohomologically free situation. This produces cohomological and topological structure results such as Corollaries 5.15 and 5.17.
Throughout this paper we shall only consider closed manifolds. Further, unless specifically mentioned or denoted otherwise, all homology and cohomology shall have coefficients in Q or R and spaces considered which are not manifolds are assumed to be of the homotopy type of CW-complexes such that the function space exponential law holds. In the following we shall keep the notation A, a, a, etc. Note that a group action A : Sl x M -+ M provides a Gottlieb element a ~ A\Si which may be identified with the homotopy class of the orbit map a : S1 -» M. Also note that it is possible for a to be nullhomotopic, but a to be essential. When there is no possibility of confusion, we shall use either a or a to denote the orbit map or its homotopy class. Following [Go 2 ], the associated map A or, equivalently, the element d 6 %\{MM, ljt/) may be considered as a clutching map [Sp, p. 455 ] along the equator of S2 which constructs a fibration M -i. E -► S2 with a = <9#(1) e Im(d# : n2S2 -> n\M). Such a fibration has a Wang sequence associated to it,
The map k& is a derivation on H*(M), i.e., satisfies k&iuv) = ka(u)v + (-l)l"l«Aa(u), and is called the Wang derivation. Another way to think of this is as follows. There is a classifying space Baut(Af) for fibrations with fibre M which obeys 7r,+1 Baut(Af) = 7ii(MM, Im)-Therefore, d e K\{MM, 1^) corresponds to an element in n2 Baut(A/) represented by a map S2 -» Baut(/\/). The fibration M -* E -► S2 above is simply the pullback of the classifying fibration over Baut(Af).
There is a beautiful connection between the Wang sequence and the clutching map A . Namely, for any u € Hq{M), In §5 we shall use a more general version of (t). Also, (cf. [Go2, (10. 3)]) for u € H9(M; Z), ka(u) = h(a)\E*(u), where \ denotes slant product, h : Ti\{MM, 1M) -^ HX{MM; Z) is the Hurewicz map and E : MM x M -> M is the evaluation map E(f, x) = f(x). This means that if we consider rational coefficients in cohomology, we have Lemma 2.1. If a e ii\(MM, Im) has finite order, then k& is the zero homomorphism.
Such a slant product description of the Calabi invariant was, in fact, known to symplectic geometers (cf. [McD 3 ] ). We discuss this relationship in §3. In the sequel we shall be interested in ka(co) for a c-symplectic manifold (M, co). However, for a general space M, and any class co € H2(M), we have a basic result, which follows immediately from the exactness of the Wang sequence: Proposition 2.2. ka(co) = 0 if and only if there exists Co € H2(E) with i*co = co.
In order to connect the A^-invariant to symplectic geometry we require the following fundamental result: Theorem 2.3. If a comes from a symplectic S1-action on a symplectic manifold
This will follow immediately from the following lemma. Let p\ : Sl x M -» Sl and p2 : S1 x M -* M denote, respectively, projection onto the first and second factor and ij" : 5' -> 5' x M and i'2 : Sl -^> S1 x M be inclusions defined by i™(t) = (t, m), i2{m) = (t, m). Note that pjij = id, Pji^ = constant for j ^ k, Ai™ = Am and Ai'2 = At where Am is the orbit map at m, Am(i) = A(t, m) and At is the diffeomorphism at t, At(m) = A(t, m). Because the S'-action is symplectic, A*co = co and A*{i(X)co) -i{X)co ([A-M, p. 202] ). Finally, for a fixed unit vector X e TeSl (i.e., a left invariant vector field), let v denote the dual left invariant volume form on Sl (i.e., v{X) = 1) and write dt for its local representation. Hence, A*co is independent of t. This means that, in local coordinates t, X\, ... , x2" , we may write the 2-form A*co as A*co -p2a +p\dt\p\fi . In order to identify a , we apply i2 , co = A*co = i2A*co = i2p2o = a since p\ i2 is constant. Now, in order to identify /?, we apply this local expression for A* co to the vector field (X, Y).
Hence, equating the two expressions for A*co(X, 30(/,m) > we have /? = i{X)co. Replacing the local dt by the global volume form v , we obtain A*co = p2co + p\v ap2i(X_)co. D Remark 2.5. Another proof of Lemma 2.4 may be given by adapting the proof of the Momentum Lemma of [A-M, p. 288] . Also, the formula of Lemma 2.4 may be generalized for a symplectic toral action (cf. §5) to
where X_t is the fundamental vector field associated to the zth component circle 5' in Tk and v{ is the volume form of that circle. Here, also, p\ denotes projection onto Tk and a* is the orbit map pullback denoted above by A*m . Of course, each of the terms before the last is detected by evaluation on vector fields (X,, Y) just as above. In the toral case, however, Tk has its own 2-forms, so the local expression for A*co includes a term which is a linear combination of dtr A dts for r, s = 1, ... , k. This term may be identified by A*co(Xr, Xs)(um) = A'co{it{Xr)t, i?.(Xs),)
= co(Am,{Xr)t, Am»{Xs)t) = A*mco{Xr,Xs) = a'mco(Xr,Xs).
Theorem 2.3 now follows from (t) and by the identification of wedge and cup product (which we have written as external product x ). Our general approach is now clear. We replace the geometric quantity i{X)co by the cohomological ka(co) which, in fact, only requires c-symplecticness for its definition and applicability. With this in mind, we introduce the following terminology: Definition 2.6. For a c-symplectic manifold (M, co), an element d e Tt\(MM, 1m) is said to be cohomologically Hamiltonian, or c-Hamiltonian, if k&{co) = 0. If d comes from an S'-action and /U(<w) = 0, then we say that the action is c-Hamiltonian.
Before we go on to the exact results, we recall the notion of fibre number and its ramifications [G03 ] . Note that, while we normally use rational coefficients, these suffice in the consideration of the vanishing or nonvanishing of the fibre number. Also, the first statement above is proved in [Go 3 ] only for the trace of an action, so we shall give a proof below along the lines of the Transgression Theorem of [C-G] . The second statement relies on the definition, properties and analogous result for trace as well as the identification of the trace with the fibre number under the stated conditions. In order to make this paper somewhat self-contained, we also discuss these notions below. The trace of an action of G on M, tr (G, M), is defined to be the trace of the associated Borel fibration M -> MG -► BG. Gottlieb shows that the Borel fibration may be 'approximated' up to a requisite dimension by a manifold fibre bundle having the same trace and fibre number as the Borel fibration. By what we have said above, we see that tr (G, M) = 0(C7, M). The advantage of using trace is that there are divisibility properties which characterize certain actions.
Proof of (I)
In particular, if H is a subgroup of G, then tr (H, M)\ tr (G, M). Also, if G is & finite group, then tr {G, M) = \G\ if and only if the action is free. Now let's see how these properties of trace allow us to prove the more important direction of the Fibre Number Theorem. Suppose <P(7\ M) = tr(7\ M) ^ 0 where T is a torus. Choose a generator t for the torus T and find a sequence of points tp converging to t such that tp has order p a prime. Each tp generates a Z/p action with Z/p C T. Therefore, tr(Z/>, M)\ tr(7\ Af) ^ 0. But tr(7\ Af) is finite, so only finitely many p divide it properly. Hence, tr (Z/p, M) = 1 for all p large enough (e.g., p > tr (T, M)). By the characterization of free actions above, each of these tp have fixed points. These fixed points, in turn, have limit points as p -> oo which must then be fixed by t. Hence, these limit points are fixed points of the action of T on M.
Before we end this section, we point out that the implication <J>(r, M) 0 =>• Fixed Point has a direct and simple proof in the case of a circle action. Namely, suppose there are no fixed points for an S'-action on M. Then Sl acts with finite isotropy, so (using rational coefficients) H*(MSl) = H*(M/Sl) and M/Sl has dimension dim (M)-\. Thus the cohomological image in degree dim (M) is zero and the fibre number vanishes. This argument furnishes a direct proof of Corollary 3.7 below. It does not work directly for toral actions because non-existence of fixed points does not automatically imply finite isotropy, but an argument of V. Ginzburg often reduces this situation to that of a circle action (cf. Theorem 5.2).
Properties of the A^-invariant
Throughout this section let M be an A^-dimensional manifold, with top class fi € HN(M; Q). For applications we will specialize to a c-symplectic manifold (M2n, co), when we can take fi = co". In general, we take d e 7ii(MM, 1m) and a -ev#(d) e n\(M). Recall that the Hurewicz homomorphism h : :t\M -> H\(M) is defined by h(y) = y*(a), where a is a generator of H\(SX; Z) dual to a e H1(Si; Z) and y» is the map on homology induced by y: Sl -* M.
Our initial goal is to clarify the relationship between k& and h (a). First, recall that Poincare duality may be characterized in terms of cup, cap and Kronecker products: For a e Hq{M), z e H^{M) a fundamental class Kronecker dual to the top class fi , the element a € HN~q (M) is Poincare dual to a if (b U a, z) = (b, a n z) = (b, a) , for any b e Hq(M). If u e Hl (M), then uU fi-0 by dimensional considerations. Since k& is a derivation, we get 0 = ka{U U fi) = ka(u) • fi -U U ka(fi). Since u is in degree 1, we have a*(u) = k"(u) • a. Hence,
Our first result follows immediately from these observations. Lemma 3.1. Let fi € HN(M) be a top class and let a e ii\(MM, \M) with a = ev#(a).
For ueH^M), ka(u) = (u,h(a)) . 2. ka(fi) is Poincare dual to h(a).
Combining Lemma 3.1 with another general observation obtains the following result: Each fibration has an associated long exact sequence in homotopy and the diagram induces a commutative ladder Of course Ono's Theorem (Theorem A of the Introduction) follows for a symplectic circle action by the identification k&(co) = [i(X_)co]. Also, the equivalence of 2. and 3. is a version of Lemma 12.7] . The connection is made apparent by realizing that the Wang derivation k& is essentially the d2 of the Serre spectral sequence.
Finally, there is an interpretation, due to Gottlieb [Go2, Theorem 13.1], of ka(co) as an obstruction. Let K(Q, 1) -> P -^ M denote the principal fibration corresponding to co e H2(M; <Q>) and let A : S1 x M -* M be the adjoint of d6 7Ti(Af^, 1m).
Theorem 3.9. ka(co) = 0 if and only if there exists a map A:Sl x P -> P such that A\p = \p and the following diagram commutes:
If co e H2(M; Z) and A is an 5'-action, then the vanishing of the integral class k&(co) is equivalent to the existence of a lifting of the S'-action to the 5'-principal bundle determined by co [G04] . Being able to lift an action to the principal bundle determined by the form then implies that the action is Hamiltonian. If, on the other hand, we know that say, //'(Af; Z) has no torsion, then Hamiltonian in turn, implies the existence of a lifting. In [Go 2, Theorem 8.8] Gottlieb proved that any characteristic class k of the tangent bundle TM always has k&(k) = 0 (even integrally). To apply this to symplectic manifolds, we note that, because Sl acts symplectically on M, each g e S1 lifts to a bundle map dg : TM -► TM which on a fibre belongs to Sp(2n, R) . This also means that the universal bundle in Gottlieb's result has base BSp(2n, R) ~ BU{n) (since U(n) c Sp(2n, R) is a deformation retract) and the universal Chern classes pull back via Recall from [Cal] and [Ban] = (co,kl(y)) = (ka(co),y).
Lemma 3.12. 5(d) = ka(co) for d € 7Ti(Gsym(Af) ,1m)-So, in the symplectic case, we see that c-Hamiltonian correponds to zero Calabi invariant. Lemma 3.12 is implicit in [McD 3 ] via the slant product descriptions of 5(d) and ka(co). We would now like to present an interesting sufficient condition for a loop d to be c-Hamiltonian. This condition was pointed out to us by Viktor Ginzburg and is an analogue of his Assertion lb. in [Gi2 ] ■ Since his result uses the discreteness of 5(7ri(Gsym(Af), 1m)) in the Lefschetz type case, we first discuss this by modifying the arguments of [Ban] and [McD 3 ] to fit the ka -invariant.
Let rw denote the image of 5 : 7Ti(Gsym(Af), 1m) -* //'(Af) • By the above, we see that To, = {kaco\d e ni(Gsym(M), 1m)}-Let T^ = {kacon\a € 7r,(Gsym(Af), 1m)} • Now, T^ C //2"-'(Af;R) is discrete since a multiple of co" is integral. We also know that ka(co") = nka(co)(co"~x), so the inverse of the Lefschetz type isomorphism u *-* n-ucon~x takes ka(co") to ka(co). Since this holds for each d, Ywn is carried isomorphically onto Tw . Hence, rw is discrete as well. We state this formally as Lemma 3.13 [Ban, MCD3] 
The co|"2m = 0 case
In this section we study the hypothesis of the (section) title from the viewpoint of classical algebraic topology. The first several results apply quite generally to any space. Beginning with Corollary 4.6, we specialize to the case of a c-symplectic manifold. Any class co € H2(M\ Q) can be thought of as a homomorphism co : H2(M; Z) -► Q, by the universal coefficient theorem. Composing the Hurewicz homomorphism with such a class gives a map co oh : n2(M) -» Q.
We denote the situation when cooh = 0 by &j|"2m = 0. The condition co\"2m = 0 makes its appearance in many places in symplectic topology (e.g., [FI, On 2 ]) and we hope here to indicate some cohomological reasons for this. Below, for any space Af, we shall use the following notation: The fundamental group 7tiAf shall be denoted n and the classifying map of the universal cover shall be denoted /: Af -► K(n, 1). Also, we shall denote the Hurewicz map in degree n by h": n"M -> H"(M; Z). To begin, we recall the simpler portion of Hopf s Theorem: Lemma 4.2. gj|"2m = 0 if and only if there exists con e H2(K) with f*con = co. Proof. Suppose that there is an con with f*(con) = co. From the above proof we have that Im/z2 = Imd,, so that f,oh2-0.
Thus for any y e n2(M) we have co o h2(y) = (f*(co")) o h2(y) = con° f,h2(y) = 0. Hence co\"2m = 0. On the other hand, suppose that a>|"2M = 0, i.e., that co o h2 = 0. Define con e Hom(H2(K; Z), Q) as follows: From the diagram in the above proof we have that /, : H2(M;Z) -> H2(K; Z) is onto. So for x e H2(K;Z), set co"(x) = co(y) for any y e H2(M; Z) for which /»(y) = x. Also from the above proof, with the assumption that co\"2m = 0, it follows that con is well-defined, and we have f*(con) = co by construction. □ Remark 4.3. The lemma also translates the condition co\"2m = 0 into a condition on the fundamental group. Since a finite group has trivial rational cohomology, it follows from Lemma 4.2 that a c-symplectic manifold with cy|"2M = 0 must have infinite fundamental group. Again, let Af be any space. Suppose d € ^(Af^, Im) with ev#(d) = a e G(M). Recall that d has a corresponding Wang derivation ka . Let n' denote the quotient 11/(0) and p : n -► ri the quotient homomorphism. where ka is the Wang derivation associated to the clutching map A" . Continuing, A*CO = 1 X f*COn + O X f*ka(C0n) = 1 x co + a x f*ka(con).
Since A'co = 1 x co + a x ka(co), we see that h((*i) = r^a(C0n)-Then, because /* is an isomorphism on //', ka(co) = 0 if and only if ka(co") = 0.
If a has finite order, then it and it' have isomorphic rational cohomology and, by Lemma 2.1, ka = 0. Thus, in this case, the theorem says that ka(co) -0 always.
In general, the element ka(co") -0 may be analyzed by using An to construct a fibration K(it, \)±E*^S2
with /'# = p : n -> itiE" = it' and it2E" = 0. By Theorem 4.1, the classifying map g : En -» K(n', 1) induces an isomorphism g* : H2(K(it', 1)) -» H2(E") and the Wang sequence becomes
Then, AQ(<y") = 0 if and only if there exists con> with p*co"' = co" . D To see how the above results may apply to c-symplectic spaces, we introduce the following notation: If a finitely generated group it has sup{/c | Hk(it; Q) 0 } = iV < oo, then we say ./V is the Q-dimension of it and write dimQ(7t) = N. We say that a e Zit is (Q-) dimension lowering if the quotient it' = it /(a) has dimQ(7r') < dimwit). If a group it has an a e Zit which is dimension lowering, then we say that it is centrally dimension lowering, or is CDL. Examples 4.5. 1. If Tr is torsionfree nilpotent of rank r, then there is a refinement of the upper central series which displays a central Z and an extension Z ^ it -> it' with it' torsionfree nilpotent of rank r -1. Since the rank equals the dimension for these groups, such groups are CDL. (cf.
[Op,]).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use 2. More generally, if Af = K(it, 1) is any orientable (cohomology) manifold having a nontrivial 5'-action, then it is CDL. This is true for the following reasons. It is known [ C-R3 ] that the orbit map a : 5' -> Af induces an injection on fundamental groups, so there can be no fixed points. If an 5'-action has no fixed points, then it must act with finite isotropy -essentially because an infinite subgroup of 5' is dense. It follows from the Leray spectral sequence that there is an isomorphism of rational cohomology H*(MSX) 3 H*(M/SX) and that dim M/Sx = dimAf-1 [Br, IV, Theorem 3.8] . But then MSX ~ K(it', 1) and diniQ(7r') = dimAf-1 < dimAf -dimQ(7t). 3. If it' has finite dimensional rational cohomology, then the product it = Zxit' is CDL. For instance, it' could be the fundamental group of any compact K(n, 1) such as a surface. A more interesting example of this is the fundamental group of the solvmanifold constructed in [B-G 2,
Example 1]. 4. More generally, if it' has finite dimensional rational cohomology, then any class p e H2(it'; Z) constructs an extension Z -> it -► it' with it CDL.
One way to ensure the hypothesis co\X2m = 0, of Theorem 4.4, is satisfied is to take Af to be aspherical. Using notation as above, we have the following results. Proof. Suppose as e (a) n [it, it] is nontrivial. Because as e [it, it] , the Hurewicz image of a is of finite order in Hi (M; Z) and the rational class h (a) vanishes. The Lefschetz type condition then implies that ka(co) = 0. Using the fact that n2M = 0, Theorem 4.4 then provides coni e H2(K(it', 1)) with p*coni -con . The dimension lowering hypothesis entails diniQ(7r') < dimQ(^) and, consequently, co\, = 0. This leads to the following contradiction: 0^conx = (p*con,)"=p*conn,=0. D
Recall that a K(it, 1)-manifold Af has a maximal toral action if there is an action of Tk on Af such that the orbit map a : Tk -* M induces an isomorphism itiTk -Zit. Many K(it, 1)-manifolds, including compact solvmanifolds for example, are known to have maximal toral actions (cf. [L-R]). In case Af has a maximal toral action, any element a e Zit is dimension lowering. In this case then, Corollary 4.6 says that Zit n [it, it] = {1} . Corollary 4.7. A nilmanifold M of Lefschetz type is diffeomorphic to a torus. Proof. M = K(it, 1) with it torsionfree nilpotent, Zit ^ {1} and Zit n [it, it] 7^ {1} unless it is abelian (cf. [Wa, Theorem 1.3] ). As in Example 4.5(1), there is a central extension Z = (a) -* it -* it' with a dimension lowering. Without loss of generality, since this result only depends on the rational type of it, we may assume that the extension is rationally nontrivial. But then, considering the 5-term exact sequence in group homology (with <Q>-coefficients) and identifying the connecting homomorphism with the nonzero transgression in the Lyndon-Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence, we see that H\ (ft; Q) -/fi fa'; Q) -Hence, or5 e [7t, 7r] for some 5. This contradicts Corollary 4.6; hence, it is free abelian (since it is finitely generated). A theorem of Mostow [Mo] Remark 4.20. The same lines of argument as above show that any c-symplectic (Af, co) with co\"2m -0 has no nontrivial actions by semi-simple Lie groups. This follows since the fundamental groups of these Lie groups are finite and this gives (with notation as in Theorem 4.9) H*(K(n, 1)) = H*(K(it', 1)). Finally, we mention Gompf s Theorem [Gom] that every finitely presented group arises as the fundamental group of a symplectic manifold (which even may be taken to have dimension 4). Thus, the results of this section may be viewed as restrictions on the fundamental groups of c-symplectic manifolds under the hypothesis co\niM = 0 and its relation to elements of iti(MM, Im) (including the adjoints of 5'-actions).
Extensions to tori
The results of the first four sections also hold in a more general homotopical context which is the analogue of a torus action. Because the notation is rather complicated, we have chosen to present our results for circle actions fully and to merely outline the extensions here. Note, however, that this section also contains new results which apply to the circle actions we have previously considered. The reasons for discussing these here will be apparent.
Suppose ( V. Ginzburg has pointed out that Theorem 5.2 may be reduced to Corollary 3.7 in the smooth case (cf. [Gi-W] ). Namely, since only a finite number of subgroups of Tk appear as isotropy groups of points of Af, there exists an 5' c Tk which intersects each such isotropy group in a discrete subgroup. For this 5', the fixed point sets of Tk and 5' agree. This reduces Theorem 5.2 to Corollary 3.7.
As we have said, it is not our intention here to restate every result of the previous sections for toral actions (or, more generally, stf ). Instead, we will focus on a splitting theorem of Conner-Raymond type and its relationship with here e is the quotient Zfc -> Zfc/ Ker^ = Zr © F (F finite) and j is the evident injection on the quotient. Note that the injectivity of j implies the rank of Zk / Ker^ is r.
There is a partial splitting s:Zr ->Zk with es = 1 and e~x(F)r\s(Zr) -{0} . Further, if e(z) = z\ + /, then e(z -s(z\)) -f and z -s(zi) e e~x(F).
Hence, s(Zr) x e~x(F) £ Zk . Now we identify s(Zr) with Zr and note that e~x(F) must be free abelian of complementary rank k -r. Thus we write Zr x Zk~T = Zfc . Since e is injective on Zr and /' is injective, then y/ = ye is injective on Zr as well. Also, y/i^Zk~r) = je(Zk~r) = j(F) = 0 since j(F) is finite and V has no torsion. □ The decomposition above clearly extends to a decomposition Rr x R^-' = Rk by extending coefficients. Taking quotients, we obtain Recalling from Lemma 3.1 that h(a) is Poincare dual to nka(co)co"~x, we obtain s<})-lPDa,(cTj) = s<fi~lPDh(ai) = S(f>-xnkai(co)co"-1 = skai(co) = sy/(di) = at. Note that in Corollary 4.6 we showed that a dimension lowering element in the center Zit of a Lefschetz type c-symplectic K(it, 1) is homologically injective. In fact, the proof shows that sf = (a) must be cohomologically free, i.e., ka(co) ^ 0. A generalization of this is the following result:
Corollary 5.13. // (Af, co) is c-symplectic with co\n2M = 0, then any Tk-action on M is cohomologically free. If M also has Lefschetz type, then any Tk-action is homologically injective. Proof. Any Tk-action may be decomposed as Tk = Ts x Tk~s where the fixed point set F(TS, M) ^ <f> and Tk~s acts with finite isotropy. But the torus ver-sion of Theorem 4.12 says that no torus action on such an Af can have fixed points. Hence, s = 0, Tk = Tk~s and Tk acts with finite isotropy. By Theorem 5.11 and the discussion directly preceding it, the action is cohomologically free. □ Example 5.14. If Af = K(n, 1) is a solvmanifold, then there is a maximal toral action [L-R] . That is, for Zit = Zk , there is an action of Tk on Af with orbit map inducing itiTk = Zit. If Af is c-symplectic of Lefschetz type, then this torus action must be homologically injective. Theorem 5.8 then says that Af = Tk Xf Y where F C Tk is finite. So, any compact solvmanifold of Lefschetz type has a finite abelian cover which splits off a torus of the same rank as Zit. with a* s = l#i(7>). But H*(Tr) is freely generated as an algebra by its degree one elements, so in fact, 5 is an algebra splitting. Thus, the Leray-Hirsch Alg Theorem may be strengthened to provide an algebra isomorphism H*(M) = H*(M/Tr)®H*(Tr). D Theorem 5.11 and Corollary 5.15 provide an answer to a special case of a conjecture of Halperin [Ha] . Define the toral rank of a space X to be the largest k for which a torus Tk can act with finite isotropy on X. This is denoted rk.o(X). Halperin conjectured that dim//*(X;Q) >2rkoW
and showed that the conjecture was true for homogeneous spaces. Of course all these results serve as tools to detect the nonexistence of cohomologically free sf or reactions on a c-symplectic (Af, co) of Lefschetz type. We end by giving one more such result due to Sadowski [Sa] . Say that a Riemannian metric on a Tk -manifold Af is Tk-parallel if the action of Tk is generated by parallel fields. Then, Sadowski's Theorem, restricted to the Lefschetz type case and recast in the present language is Theorem 5.18 [Sa] . Suppose (Af, co) is a symplectic manifold of Lefschetz type with a smooth effective action of Tk . Then M has a Tk parallel metric if and only if the action is cohomologically free.
